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The problem of optimal depletion of old-growth forests and establishment
of plantations is explored. The old-growth has value for the timber products
it contains and the wilderness services it provides if left unharvested. The
optimal amount of wilderness preserved in the steady-state is characterized
and found to Increase with Increased interest rates and decreased cost of
production. The wilderness preserve IS largest when sllvicultural effort
is utilized optimally m plantations. The problem of small initial stock
sizes is investigated.3
! ,
1.  INTRODUCTION  i
Conflicts  between  the  harvest  of  old-growth  forests  for  the  timber  they  I
contain  and  the  preservation  of  these  forests  for  the  environmental  services
they  provide  are  long-standing  and  widespread.  One  set  of  interests  argues
that  excessive  preservation  severely  will  limit  capacity  for  production  of
wood  products  and,  therefore,  implies  excessive  current  or  future  prices  for
-these  products,  reliance  on  undesireable  substitutes,  and  retardation  of
economic  development.  Other  interests  hold  that  the  stock  of  wilderness
-land  is  a  highly  valuable,  irreplaceable  asset  and  insist  that  further  in-
cursion  into  this  stock  is  unjustified  and  even  immoral.
In  this  paper,  I  study  the  problem  of  the  optimal  harvest  of  an  old-growth
forest  which  has  value  for  both  the  timber  it  contains  and  the  wilderness
services  it  provides.  This  stock  of  old-growth  acts  like  an  exhaustible
resource;  its  harvest  is  an  irreversible  action.  In  addition  to  this  old- .
growth,  the  economy  can  establish  plantations  which  ~upply  wood  products  on
a  renewable  basis.  These  plantations  are  a  renewable  substitute  for  the.  ex--
haustible  old-growth  and  serve  here  as  the  "backstop  technology"  posited  to
exist  in  much  of  the  exhaustible  resource  literature.ll  The  problem  is  to
determine  the  optimal  rate  of  depletion  of  the  old-growth,  the  timing  of  a
transition  to  the  use  of  plantations  for  the  provision  of  wood  products,  and
the  size  of  the  stock  of  old-growth  optimally  preserved  as  wilderness.
,~
This  paper  has  many  points  of  tangency  with  existing  work.  Several
authors  have  considered  old-grQwth  forests  as  an  exhaustible  resource.  The
first,  no  doubt,  was  Hotelling  (1931),  who  mentioned  both  the  exhaustible
and  renewable  components  of  forests.  Binkley  (1979)  and  Hyde  (1980)  both
offer  Hotelling's  Rule  (with  costless  extraction,  price  must  rise  at  the4
rate  of  interest  in  competitive  equilibrium)  as  an  explanation  for  histor-
ically  rising  timber  stumpage  prices  and  conjecture  that  a  transition  to
a  steady-state  with  constant  prices  will  ensue.  Lyon  (1981)  studied  this
issue  in  detail  and  derived  conditions  concerning  the  time  path  of  stumpage
prices  in  which  prices  behave  much  as  in  standard  exhaustible  resource
theory.
The  reason  for  this  price  change  is  well  known.  In  equilibrium,  positive  ~
amounts  of  the  resource  must  be  supplied  at  adjacent  dates.  For  this  to
occur,  resource  owners  must  be  indifferent  between  extracting  and  selling
the  resource  today  and  extracting  and  selling  it  tomorrow.if  Thus,  to
ensure  positive  future  supply,  the  return  to  holding  the  resource,  i.e.,
capital  gains,  must  be  at  least  as  great  as  the  return  to  holding  alternative
assets.  However,  if  current  supply  is  to  be  positive,  then  these  capital
gains  must  not  be  greater  than  the  return  on  alternatives,  and  Hotelling's
conclusion  follows.  .
Regarding  forests,  possible  forest  growth  and  regeneration  of  the  site  -
must  be  taken  into  account.  If  forests  grow,  there  is  an  added  benefit  to
holding  the  resource  and  rent  need  rise  slower  than  the  interest  rate  for
.this  intertemporal  indifference  condition  to  obtain.  However,  if  forest
land  is  to  be  regenerated  after  harvest,  postponement  of  harvest  implies,
in  addition  to  delay  of  net  revenues,  delay  of  the  present  value  of  sub- .
sequent  management  efforts.  This  implies,  in  turn,  that  capital  gains  from
holding  the  resource  must  be  relatively  higher  for  intertemporal  indifference
to  occur.
One would  suppose  that,  after  the  old-growth  forests  are  exhausted,  a
steady-state  would  arise  in  which  society  relies  on  plantations  for  its  wood
--5
products.  Much  work  has  been  done  on  the  economics  of  forestry  in  the
steady-state.  The  Faustmann  model  of  forest  management  is  a  well-known  and
widely-used  vehicle  for  this  analysis.~1  The  Faustmann  model,  however,  is
not  appropriate  to  analysis  of  the  transitional  period  preceeding  the
steady-state.
The  transition  itself  has  been  studied  fairly  extensively  in  the  forest
-management  literature  as  a  general  problem  of  converting  a  forest  with  some
initial  distribution  of  age  classes  into  a  forest  with  a  different  distribu-
tion.  To  a  large  extent,  this  work  has  been  designed  to  solve  specific
harvest  scheduling  problems  on  relatively  small  areas.  Thus,  researchers
typically  have  used  an  assumption  that  the  output  price  is  fixed  and  have
adopted  linear  programming  approaches.l1  A  notable  exception  to  this,  however,
is  the  research  of  Lyon  and  Sedjo  (1981).  Using  an  optimal  control  model,
they  study  the  time  paths  of  old-growth  harvest  and  second-growth  regeneration .
and  harvest  which  maximize  th~  present  value  of  consumer's  surplus  from
forest  management.~1  This  approach  is  adopted  here  as  well.  --
One  basic  difference  between  most  of  the  forest  management  literature  and
this  paper  concerns  the  question  of  wilderness  values.  In  the  above  analyses,
it  has  most  often  been  assumed  that  the  forest  has  value  only  when  it  is
.
harvested.  Thus,  the  conflict  between  timber  harvest  and  preservation,  with
which  this  paper  is  concerned,  has  not  been  addressed  directly.
,.
Several  authors  have  incorporated  a  valuable  stock  into  analyses  of  resource
problems.  Hartman  (1976)  reconsidered  the  problem  of  the  growth  period  in
forestry  in  this  case;  but  his  analysis  does  not  deal  with  the  initial
stock-adjustment  aspect  of  the  problem  that  is  crucial  in  this  paper.  Vousden
(1974)  studied  the  use  of  an  exhaustible  resource  when  the  stock  has  value,
but  did  not  have  a  backstop  technology,  formed  here  by  the  possible  use  of6
plantations. Berck (1981) analyzed the problem of optimal harvest of a renew-
able resource with stock externalities. Not surprisingly, he found that it M
optimal to carry a larger stock of the resource in the steady-state. His
analysis of the approach to the steady-state has a close correspondence to
the problem studied m this paper. However, due to the wilderness/plantation
dichotomy analyzed here, the two investigations are dlstxnct.
Finally, Bowes (1983) investigates a very rich forestry model which
Incorporates a non-linear objective function, stock adjustment, and multlple
uses of the standing forest. The model,
complicated that an algorithmic approach
vialedonly for representative cases.
The model explored here lS extremely
while complete, is suff-ic@ently
must be taken and solutlons are pro-
slmple relative to much of the work
described above. By studying a continuous time control model and employing
several simplifying assumptions, I am able to describe the qualitative char-
acteristics of the solution to the timber/wilderness confllct and to obtain
standard comparative statics results. The attempt here is to provide some
Insight Into the solution to the problem. Hence, this paper is complementary
to the Lyon and SedJo (1981) and Bowes (1983) analyses described above.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a basic model
of the optimal depletion of an old-growth forest lS studied when the stock
does not have value as wilderness. In the third section, the wilderness
question is explored. In the fourth section, the use of silvicultural effort
as an additional control variable in management of second-growth stands lS
added to the model, and the relationship between the level of effort and the
preservation of wilderness is established. Prospects for technological change
are studied in the fifth section. The sixth section elaborates on the7
relationship between this paper and the well-known steady-state Faustmann
theory. The final section is a discussion.
‘) .. . OLD-GROWTH DEPLETION
Let x(t) be the stock of old-growth at date t. The initial stock is
x((!)= X“<=; it is assumed to be homogeneous in all regards and to
exhibit ~ net growth. The rate of old-growth harvesl at t 1s denoted by
q(t) and IS constrained to be non-negative for all t. Then, -
dx(t)
dt
~ it = -qt . (1)
By choice of units, the volume of old-growth per unit of area 1s equal to
cme.
Regarding secorld-growth stands, let s(t) be the a]ea established at t.
I assume that second-growth stands are managed on a fLxed rotation of dura-
i.lon R. The yield function m th~s section is of the form f(m); ]..e.,f(m)
is the volume of wclodper unit of area m a stand of age m. No s].lvicultural
xnputs are used to enhance growth. Letting ht be the volume of wood harbeste~
from second-growth at t, we have
h(t) = s(t-R) f(n) , (2)
so that total harvest is
y(t) = q(t) + h(t). (3)
The inverse demand function for harvested material is
p(t) = D(y(t)).





[t IS assumed that the demand function D(”) is stationary, continuously
differentiable, anclstrictly decreas~ng. Hence, B(o) IS twice continuously8
differentiable, strictly lncreaslng, and strictly concave. Further, I
assume that the demand curve 1s asymptotic to the vertical axis, i.e.,
llm B’(y) = ~. (4)
y+fl
I assume that old-grow~h may be harvested PnGtla.Qly and that second-
growth stands may be established at a cost of k and harvested at a cost ofb,
both on a per unit of area basis.~l For convenience, the rate of time prefer-
ence 1s assumed to be a constant, h.
The forester’s problem is to maximize the present value of consumer’s
8/
surplus.— That is, the problem is
f
co
P: max [B(yt) - kst - bst_R] e-ttdt
qt,st ()
St. (l), (2), (3)
St>o, qt>o, x~>o x(o)=x”<~ ; s(t) = O tE[-R,O].
The problem P is n~t a standard control problem in that the control vari-
able s
t
affects the obJective function after a lag of duration R. However,
one can adapt a derivation of necessary conditions with delayed response m
Kamlen and Schwartz (1981) and other standard results from control theory
(see, e.g. Long and Vousden, 1977) to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let (q: ,#t) solve P. Then there exists a non-zero
vector {z , zl(t)} and functions u
o t
, mt, and n~ which satify
(i) z. is a non-negative constant
(Ii) ut>O, uts~= O, Ut IS continuous when s; 1s,
(lii)mt>O, mtq’~=O, mt is continuous when q* 1s,
t
(iv) nt>O, ntx~= O, nt lS continuous when $t is,9
(v)  z  (t)  is  continuous  when  y  is  continuous  except  (possibly)
1  t
for  dates  when  the  constraint  x  ~O  becomes  binding.  If  T
I t
is  a  date  when  Xt  hits  zero,  then  zt  (T)  =  zi(T)  -z  for
z  a  non-negative  constant,
(vi)  ZI(t)  =  Jtzl(t)  -aL*/aXt
(vii)  aL*/as  +  aL*/as R I =  0
t  t-  t+R
(viii)  aL*/aq  =  0
t
~  (ix)  H(x~,  s~,  q~,  zO'  zl(t))  ~  H(x~,  St'  qt'  zo'  zl(t))
for  all  (x";,  q  ,  S  )  satisfying  the  constraints  of  P,
t  t  t
~  wherJ-/
H(.)  ==  zO[B(Yt)  -bst-R-kst]  -zl(t)  qt  (5)
t*(.)==  H(x*,  s*,  q*,  ZO '  ZI (t))+u  s  +m  q  +n  x.  (6) t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t  t
Further,  the  transversality  condition
-Jtt lim  ZI(t)  x(t)  e  =  0  (7)
t..-oo
is  necessary,  as  well  as  sufficient,  for  the  problem  P.!Q/
--
The  multiplier  zci  is  bothersome.  However,  it  easily  is  shown  to  be
non-zero.  Thus,  I  state  "
Lemma 1.  zO'  O.
.The  proof  of  this  Lemma and  all  other  propositions  in  this  paper  appear
in  the  appendix.
,.
Using  Lemma 1,  and  defining  z(t)==  zl(t)/zO'  Theorem  1  implies  that  the
following  conditions  must  hold  along  an  optimal  path:
B'(y*)  -z  +  m  =  0  (8)
t  t  t
JtR I B'(y*)  -b  -ke  +  u R = 0  (9)
t  t-
t+R
z  =  Jtz  -n  .(10)
t  t  t10
The analysls of the solutlon to P 1s facilitated by the followlng definltlons:
={t:q:>o} ‘1 -
K E (b + ke~R)/f(R) .
The quantity K is the unit cost, evaluated at time of harvest, of growing
and harvesting second-growth stands. The establishment cost k must be carried
with Interest for R units of time. At the time of harvest, total cost IS
b + kehR, so that K is the unit cost.
One complication that ar~ses in the analysls of the solution to P concerns
the fact that, for R units of time, second-growth stands are not available
for harvest. Thus , if the economy wishes to make use of second-growth stands
at sone t<R, it cannot. Intuitively, If the rnltlal stock of old-growth 1s
large, this problem does not arise. I will discuss this issue in more detail
below. However, In the interim, I state results which hold for this (plauslble)
*
“large inltlal stock” case.
The solution path to P 1s partially characterized by the following theorefi.
Theorem 2. (i) TlUT2 = [O,@), (ii) Tl~T2 = @, (lIi) B’(Y)sK,
(iv) if ~&T2, then t~T2 for all t>;, (v) t&T2+ x(t)=O,
and (vi) T2 # 0.
Theorem 2, m conjunction with the necessary conditions (8), (9) and (10),
give rise to the followlng intuitive description of the solution path.
During an Interval [O,T], old-growth forests are harvested and plantations
are held in abeyance. During this era, the multipliers mt and nt both are
zero, so that the stumpage price of old-growth, B’(qt), is equal to the shadow
price of the stock of old-growth, Zt. For the usual arbitrage-based reasons,




being  harvested.  Since  no  second-growth  stands  are  being  established,  the
multiplier  u  is  non-zero.  This  allows  the  simultaneous  satisfaction  of  (8),
t
(9)  and  (10).
When the  price  of  old-growth  reaches  K,  the  unit  cost  of  growing  and
harvesting  trees  in  plantations,  the  harvest  of  old-growth  ceases.  At  this
instant,  date  T,  the  stock  of  old-growth  is  exhausted,  and  the  economy
-switches  to  the  use  of  managed  stands.  Naturally,  for  this  to  be  possible,
planting  must  have  begun  at  T-R.  The  amount  of  land  planted  from  T-R
.
to  infinity  is  given  by
,-1 ( ) *  =  B  K  (11)
s  f  (R)  .
The  price  of  wood  products  is  equal  to  the  unit  cost  of  their  production.
Regarding  the  -conditions  (8),  (9)  Itnd  (10),  the  multipliers  m  and  n
t  t
"switch  on"  at  T;  while  the  multiplier  u  become  zero  at  T-R,  this  is  not
felt  until  T due  to  the  way  that  the  delayed  response  affects  the  necessary
conditions.
What  remains  to  be  determined  are  the  optimal  "switch-date"  T*  and  ~he  -
initial  rent  z;  (or,  alternatively,  the  initial  rate  of  old-growth,harvest,
q;).  These  are  determined  by  the  following  equations:
r T  0
-q  dt=  x  (12) )0  t
"  p(T)  = K.  (13)
The  above  discussion  indicates  that,  for  t  e:  Tl  '
P  =  J[.p  ,  (14)
t  t
whence
J[.t Pt  =  POe  .12
Using the demand curve yt = D-l(Pt) ~ d(pt), (12) and (13) become
I
T
d(pO e‘t)dt = XO
o
tT
P. e = K.
(15)
(16)
The comparative statics of the solutlon path easily are obtained from
(15) and (16) and are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. 8T*/8x0 >0, 8T*/8K>0 8T~~/3Z. <O
ap;/axO< O, 8p~/8K>0 8p~/8k<0.
These results are not surprising. The solution path 1s depicted m
Figure 1.
I now return to the problem concerning the desired switch-date relatlve
to the date of first availability of managed stands. Suppose the solutlon
to the problem P is such that T* is equal to R, I.e., the economy wishes
to switch to plantations at the instant that they first are available. Then
T*(xO, K, k) -R= O.
Since 8T*/~x0 # O, there exists a critical Initial stock level x(R) such that
T*{x(R,K,Z), K, z}-R:O. (17)
Clearly, if the initial stock X“ is greater (less than) x(R,K,Z), the
.
desired switch-date T* is greater than (less than) R. Thus , if the Initial
stock 1s large enough, the economy can switch to managed stands without
If xO<x(R,K,Z), difficulty and all of the above analysls holds. However,
then when the economy wishes to switch, It cannot. Of course, in this
instance, it switches at the first date that It is feasible to do so, i.e.,
T=R. Now, the problem IS determined, since (14) must hold along an optimal
path for tcT1. Then (15) becomes
~
R












(i”which Implies an initial price ~.
p: (x”) is followed, the stock wou
14
X“ ,11). If the path corresponding to
d be exhausted before the second-growth
M available, and by Theorem 2, such a path cannot be optimal. Thus, a
slower rate of depletlon 1s needed, i.e., a higher inltlal price 1s needed,
and one concludes $0 > p; . Since (14) holds, the price of old-growth
must rise above K at some point, and then fall discontinuously to K at date R.








This “small Initial stock” case IS more than a curiosity. Obviously,
my point t z [O,T] the problem can be recons~dered and, as long as the
“initial” date has initial conditions corresponding to the date along
solution to the problem above, the analysls lS not altered. Thus, the
of duratxon R in availability of plantations becomes a lag of a lesser
duration for tc[T-R,T]. This latter situation is one where plantations
have been started, but there is an “age gap.” This version of the small
initial stock case may exist in some areas of the western United States,. .
where old-growth mventorles exist, and immature stands exxst, but old-growth
mventorles are insufficient to allow a smooth transition.
In the above analysis, I assumqd that the stock of old-growth has no
value unless it 1s harvested. Thle.assumption lS dropped m the next section
of the paper, where the value of old-growth for wilderness M introduced.
3. OPTIMAL DEPLETION WHEN
There are several ways
THE STOCK HAS VALUE
that one might introduce a valuable stock Into the
analysis of the previous section. Here, I continue to take a benefit-cost
approach and assume that a demand curve for wilderness has been estimated





















surplus generated by the harvest of trees and the consumption of wilderness
12/
servlces.—
Let the xnverse demand curve for wilderness be given by the known,
stationary funct~on dw(xt), and define
I assume that wilderness 1s provided costlessly and that use of wilderness
IS sufficiently low that congestion and quallty deter~oration problems do not
arise. It is natural to assume that w(-) M strictly increasing and strictly
concave.
The forester’s problem 1s
J
cm
P’: max [B(YC) + W(Xt) - bst-R- kst] e-4t dt
o
St. (l), (2), (3) non-negativity, and
initial conditions.
The conclusions of Theorem 1 apply to the problem P’ with the obvious
modifications of the definition of the Flamiltonian (5) to account for the
modified objective function. In the present context, Theorem 1 implies that









- W’(xt) - T-lt (21)
Several features of the solution path to P carry over to the solutlon both
to P’. In particular, it still may be concluded that TI and T2 form a partl-
tlon of R+ and that only two phases exist, i.e., that TI = [O,T] and T~=(T,cD).
The conclusions that must be modified concern the rate of Increase of thef
19
The  intuition  behind  the  analysis  is  clear.  Suppose  that  the  forester
was  given  a  small  increment  to  the  stock  of  old-growth  at  the  switch-date  T.
If  this  was  harvested  and  sold,  the  amount  of  revenue  generated  would  be
B'(h*)  per  unit.  But,  this  is  just  equal  to  K.  Alternatively,  if  this
old-growth  is  preserved  instead  of  harvested,  the  addition  to  the  wilderness
system  is  equal  to  w'(x*),  and  this  is  received  forever.  Thus,  the  increase
in  the  objective  function  is  w'(x*)/~.
If  x*  is  optimal,  the  forester  must  be  indifferent  between  these  options,
P  i.e.,  the  marginal  benefit  of  wilderness  (in  present  value  terms)  must
equal  its  marginal  opportunity  cost.  Now,  if  no  wilderness  is  to  be  pre-
served  in  the  steady-state,  it  must  be  that  this  increase  in  endowment  is
harvested,  i.e.,  that  w'(O)/~<K.
The  endogenous  switch-date  T*  and  initial  price  z*(O)  =  p*  (0)  =  B'(q*(O)
remain  to  be  determined.  As  in  the  previous  section,  these  are  given  by
the  solution  to  .
T
J  d(pt)  dt = xO -x*  (33)  -
0
p(T)  =  K,  (34)
.where.  the  evolution  of  p  is  determined  by  (22).  In  the  appendix,  the  following
analog  of  Theorem  3  is  established.
..
Theorem  5.  3T*/3xo  >  0,  3T*/3K>  0  3T*/3~  indeterminate.
3z~/3xO  <  0,  3z*/3K  >  0  3z~/3~  <  o.
All  of  the  signs  of  these  comparative  static  derivatives  are  the  same  as  in
the  simple  case,  except  for  the  dependence  of  the  switch-date  on  the  rate  of
i
i20
discount, which now is indeterminate.
Of aT*/axO. It is this that allows me
What 1s of concern here IS the sign
to use above the “large initial stock”
language. Before discussing what happens if Lnltlal stocks are “small,” It
1s convenient to undertake an analysis of the problem P’ using a phase
d~agram.
The solutlon to the optimal depletion problem IS governed by the pam











Consider the rest point of this system where it = it = O. From (29a),
lt must be that
hzt - W’(xt) = o.
By the Implicit Function Theorem,







Regarding Xt, define the set
x= {(x,z) lit= o}.
Naturally, since qt must be non-negative, x M falling,
t




aois required. Further, if zt>K, B’(yt) >:{, which
contradicts part (iii) of Theorem 2. Thus ,
x= {(X,Z)I Z> K}U{(X,Z)I X=o}. (38)21
Combining (36), (37) and (38), the phase d~agram appears in Figure 3. This
diagram is drawn under the assumption that w’(0)/z> k, i.e., that the verti-
cal intercept of the i = O lsocline 1s strictly greater than K, Then, the
optimal path converges to the steady-state with xi<‘ z O preserved as wilderness.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that the dynamic system gl.venby a linear
approximation of (29) around the steady-state values (x*, z*) has eigenvalues
of the coefficient matrix which are real and of opposite sign. Thus, the
linear approximation system exhlblts saddle-point mstabdlty, as shown in
Figure 3.gl This 1s done formally in the appendix as the proc)fof
Theorem 6. The steady-state (x*, z“) exhibits llnear-apprc)xlmatlon
saddle-point instability.
The derivative 3T*/8x0 > 0 Informs us that lf the Inltlal stock IS large
enough, the constraint T* > R is of no consequence, but that it might become
problematical if the ln~tlal stock is small. Clearly, the above questions
concerning the amount of wilderness preserved In the steady-state need to
be modified m this case.
In particular, it is clear from (33) that a reduction in the wilderness
preserve implies a relaxation of the binding time constraint. To what
extent should a substitution of wilderness for initial stock take place?
The endpoint condltlon when a constraint of the form T > R exists is




H(o) + ~ e-’tR ~ 1 < 0,
R
or


















the LHS of (39) ls the consumer surplus from harvests of old-growth,
while the RHS is t!lesurplus from managing plantations. Then, (39)
implies that qR< h*, whence Zt >K. Since (27) 1s operative here,
it follows that less wilderness is preserved m thts instance than
otherwise. More formally, the above 1s the proof of
Theorem 7. Generally, the optimal size of the wilderness
system is given by
~k = Wf‘l(Zmax z(t)),
with X* = O If this has no solution.
This result has the same Intultlve interpretation as Theorem 4. The
costate variable z(t) represents the shadow value of the stock of old-
growth destined for timber harvest. As such, It is the marginal opportunity
cost of wilderness preservation. The present value (at time t) of the mar- .
ginal benefit of preservation 1s w’(x)/Z. Naturally, at the optimum, these
are equated. More Importantly, however, is the realization that marginal
wilderness values need to be compared to the largest value that the
opportunity cost of preservation WI1l take on as old-growth IS depleted
and converted to managed stands.
In this case of a small inltlal stock, all that needs to be determined
is the Initial price z; . As usual, this M given by the solutlon to
J
d(z(t))dt - XO - x*(kz(R)) = O
024
Using this equation and standard comparative statics methodology, It IS
straightforward to establish
Theorem 8. In the small inztial stock case, If a positive solution
to w’(x) = ZZ(R) exists, then ~x*/axO & Int [0,1] , ax*/3k > 0
Co,fi
4. SILVICULTURAL EFFORT
In the previous two sections, I have assumed that the level of sllvl-
cultural effort applied in the growing of managed stands is fixed. Naturally,
undertaking various sllvicultural activities such as site preparation and
planting, use of improved stock, throning, fertilization, etc., would
increase volume on the ,sLtefor any harvest age. Preservation interests
have argued that silvicultural effort used in managed stands should be in-
creased and the resulting increase in harvested volume substituted for
harvests of old-growth forests as a source of wood products.~i
l
There are two aspects of this argument that I WI1l analyze m this sec-
tion of the paper. First, suppose that the level of sllvicultural effor-t -
actually used is different than the efficient level of effort. In particular,
suppose, as the preservationists claim, that It IS less than optimal. Then
the question becomes “does this lead to preservation of too small a wilder-
ness system in the steady-state?”
The second aspect concerns the relationship between the efficient level
of silvlcultural effort and the size of the wilderness system. That is,
if wilderness suddenly becomes relatively more valuable, should silvicultural
effort be increased? Or, turnxng this around, If you would llke to see more
wilderness preserved, should you expend more effort on growing managed
stands of timber?25
To Investigate these questions in the context of this model, I consider




= St f(R, Et) , (33)
where Et is an index of silvicultural effort used per unit of area regenerated
at date t. Since R 1s assumed fixed, I suppress It m the notation that
15/
follows.— 1 assume that f(EE) is strictly increasing and strictly con-
cave.
Letting k be the fixed unit cost of silvicultural effort, the overall





~B(Yt) -kEtst-bst-R+W(xt) ] e-malt
q,s,E O
sot. “ = -q
‘t t
+s
Yt = qt t-R ‘(Et-R)
qt>O, st>O, XtaO, x(0) given; s(t) =OtE[-R;Ol~ -
The analysls of the previous section can be used to study the solut~on
to P’”. Throughout this section, I study only the “large Initial stock” case.
The solutlon path is a two-phased path, with an old-growth era and a planta-
tion era. It also is known that the forester seeks to maxlmlze profits m
the steady-state takzng x’~,the optimal size of the wilderness system,
as given. The cost of harvest m the steady-state is s[b+ke ‘RE]. Thus ,
the steady-state problem is
max B(sf(E)) - s[b + kekREl .
s,E26
The first order necessary conditions for this are
B’(h*)f(E*) - ke~RE* -b=O (40)
[B’(h*)f’(E*) -keZR]s* = O . (41)
Since h* > 0, s*> O must hold. Thus , solving these for B’ (h*) and equating,
It follows that
kehR b + ke~RE*
f’(E*) = f(E*)
The LHS of (42) is the marginal cost of silvlcultural effort
the average cost of effort. Equation (42) can be rearranged
(b + keZR E*) f’(E*) - keZRf(E*) =0 .
(42)
and the RHS 1s
to read
(43)
Since the derivative of (43) with respect to E is non-zero, the Impllcit
Function Theorem can be applied to assert the existence of a differentiable
function E$’(b, ~,h) such that (43) holds identically. Differentiation of
#
this identity provides the proof of
Theorem 9. E: > 0, E:<OEj<().
The key result of this section are established by defmlng
K(E*) = [b + keZR E*] /f(E*),
and recognizing that Theorem 4 holds replacing K by K(E*). Thus ,
X* = WV‘1 (zK(E*)).
Further, lt must be that E* minimizes the average cost of harvest In the
steady-state. That this is the case is established by differentiating
K(E*) and noting that the numerator is just the negative of (43). Since x+
1s decreasing in K, I have proven
Theorem 10. The size of the wilderness system is largest for
E = E*(b, k, 1).27
)(-J
Theorem 9 readily is Interpreted. Silvicultural effort is chosen to mmi-
mzze the cost of obtalnmg second-growth m the steady-state. Naturally, the
price of wood products that holds in the steady-state depends on these costs,
and this price constitutes the opportunity cost of holding old-growth as
wilderness as was discussed following Theorem 4.
effort other than the efficient one raises costs
wilderness as well.
Thus, using any level of
and, therefore, the cost of
This answers the questions posed above. Clearly, If the amount of effort
being expended 1s too small (less than E“c),an increase in effort will result
m a larger stock of wilderness being preserved m the steady-state, and the
preservationists loglc 1s correct. However, if E 1s efficient (equal to E*),
preservationists should not ask for larger E, as a decrease in wilderness is
implled.
The reason for this conclusion lies m the nature of the model: I have
assumed that land is available for establishing plantations which 1s not
obtained from the harvest of old-growth. Thus , should old-growth become -
relatively more valuable, the optimal level of effort is applied to
more land outside of what originally was covered by old-growth and more
old-growth is preserved in the steady-state. In a model in which the entire




by old-growth, this conclusion might not hold.
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
The manner in which trees in plantations are grown and harvested clearly
changing, and there is considerable evidence that this change is acceler-
ating. New equipment is being developed, fertilization 1s used more widely
and Its effects are better understood, and planting of containerized, genetlc-
~6f If agricultural production ally improved seedlings holds great promise.—28
may be used roughly as a guide, the potential exists for relatively rapid
technological change in the forestry sector.
What 1s Important here 1s that the rate of harvest of old-growth and the
size of the wilderness system to be preserved m the steady-state depend on
the unit cost of growing and harvesting second-growth stands, K. This depends
in turn on the technology underlying the production function f(R). Thus,
current preservation decisions must be based on estnnates of future technology.
The unpact of technological change on the size of the wilderness system
readily is established in a world of certainty. Let the production function
be rewritten as f(R,t). Since R is fixed, I suppress It and write f(t).
Technological change 1s captured by assuming that f’(t) zO. Recall the






The impact on preservation decisions of having K(t) Instead of K
is discerned by the transversality
terminal value function as done in
The present value of the payoff in
fco
condition for an appropriately modified













B(q~) + W(XT) - zTq~ +% = 0,
B(q~) + w(xT) - ‘Tq~








;* = w’‘l(fiK(T)). (46)
It is an immediate consequence
Implies that k(T)4K, leads to
state, i.e., CA3X*.
of Theorem 4 that technological change, which
more wilderness being preserved m the steady-
An important policy implication of this result is that decision-makers
are required to look into the future when making preservation declslons. If
the decision-maker allocates lands to wilderness thinking that technology
is static when it is not, too little wilderness will be preserved.
It also is mterestmg to note that, by Theorem 5, 3T*/aK>O. Thus, for
i“(t)sK, the period when old-growth forests are used 1s shortened. So, even
though less old-growth should be devoted to timber harvest when technology is
changing, that old-growth which is harvested should be depleted at a faster pace.
6. FAUSTMANN THEORY AND THE STEADY-STATE.
As mentioned in the discussion, the well-known Faustmann model of forest
management can be considered as holding in the steady-state that arises after
the “old-growth era” has ended. In this section, the tie between this paper
and the Faustmann model is elaborated.
Consider the management of one unit of forestland. Assume that, at
a cost of k, a new stand of trees can be established and grown for R units
of time and then harvested. A rental payment of C must be made each period
for the r~ght to use the land for forests. It costs b tu harvest a unit
of area. The price received for harvested material lS p. The forester’s30
problem 1s to choose R so as to solve
~
R
max [pf(R) - b] e-zR--- Ce-Ztdt,
R o
The necessary conditions for this problem may be wrxtten
pf’(R*) = Z[pf(R*) - b] + C.
This famlllar condition says that the forest should be harvested when its
rate of value growth (the margmal benefit of delaying harvest) is equal
to the interest on the value of standing inventory plus the rental fee
(the marginal cost of delaylng harvest).
Naturally, the rental payment that must be made IS such that the maximal
present value of forest management Is zero. That is, C~’1s defined by





~* ~ [Pf(R*) - b]e-kR*_ ~ =
1- e-hR’K 1
.
This just says that the rental payment is equal to the interest charge on
the value of the land used In forestry. The term in brackets lS the present
value of receiving ever R* units of t~me the income [pf(R*)-b] e
-hR*
-i,
and hence is the value of forest land.
The relationship between this paper and the above Faustmann Theory is






-C*  -JtR* k  =  k  +  T  (1  -e  )  ,  (48)
This  becomes
b  +  keJtR
p  =  f(R*)' .
Comparing  this  to  the  analysis  of  section  2  above,  since
.I
.P  =  B'  (s*  f (Jt*»  =  K,
~  the  analyses  are  compatible.  It  is  as  if  the  rotation  period  (and  effort
in  the  previous  section)  are  chosen  optimally  on  each  site  taking  the  price  of
output  as  given  and  then  the  number  of  sites  is  chosen  such  that  the  price  is
equal  to  the  average  cost  of  forest  management.  This,  of  course,  is  a
well-known  approach  in  competitive  economics.  Thus,  the  fixed  rotation  R*
used  in  the  old-growth  depletion  problem  may be  considered  the  Faustmann
age  in  the  steady-state  for  a  price  equal  to  average  cost.
6.  DISCUSSION  --
As  stated  in  the  introduction,,',the  model  studied  here  is  relatively
simple  when  compared  to  those  appearing  in  the  literature  of  forest  economics.
While  the  model  appears  useful  as  a  basis  for  understanding  the  timber  supply-
wilderness  preservation  conflict,  further  research  could  generalize,the
.model  in  a  number  of  ways.
Clearly,  the  assumptions  here  that  old-growth  is  homogeneous  and  that
land  for  establishment  of  plantations  is  available  at  a  constant  cost  are
crucial  to  obtaining  the  "crisp"  transition  from  the  old-growth  era  to  the
age  of  plantations.  If  costs  of  extraction  of  old-growth  rise  as  it  is
depleted  and  high-quality  land  (with  respect  to  biologic  and  location)  is
available  for  plantations,  then  some  overlap  of  harvests  of  old-growth  and.I
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plantations  would  occur.  Similarly,  if  the  initial  conditions  include
I
I
forests  in  widely  varying  stages  of  maturity,  the  transition  to  the  steady-
state  would  be  more  complex.
In  this  latter  instance,  as  well  as  in  the  simple  "age  gap"  model
studied  above  as-the  small  initial  stock  case,  the  fixed  rotation  age
assumption  should  be  modified.  While  this  does  not  appear  restrictive  in
the  large  initial  stock  case  (since  the  analysis  of  section  6  shows  that
R  may be  set  equal  to  the  Faustmann  age  at  the  steady-state  price)  if
initial  stocks  are  small  the  rotation  age  could  be  altered  to  smooth  the
price  discontinuity  at  the  switch-date.  However,  incorporation  of  this
possibility  greatly  would  complicate  the  analysis.
If  the  total  land  area.available  for  forestry  initially  is  inhabited  by
old-growth,  the  transition  problem  becomes  quite  difficult.  It  is  important
to  point  out,  however,  that  'if  this  is  the  case,  the  conclusions  regarding
silvicultural  effort  in  section  4  no  longer  hold  since  a  more  direct  tie
between  output  in  the  steady-state  and  acreage  devoted  to  wilderness  would  -
exist.  Which  of  these  assumptions  is  more  relevant  is  unclear.  In  the
context  of  the  United  States,  where  much  concern  over  old-growth  and  wilderness
exists  for  western  public  lands,  but  significant  acreage  for  plantations  is .
available  in  the  South,  the  assumption  here  may be .realistic.  If,  on  the
other  hand,  the  conflict  is  purely  regional  or  regards  disposition  of  a  .
fixed  amount  of  land  with  no  alternative  sites  for  forestry,  the  indepen-
dence  assumption  imposed  here  is  untenable.
As  well,  it  should  be  noted  that  if  the  total  area  of  land  to  be  allocated
between  wilderness  and  plantations  is  fixed,  the  analysis  of  technological
change  would  need  to  be  modified.  For,  with  technological  change,  the  oppor-
tunity  cost  of  wilderness  preservation  would  be  fal~ing  over  time  and  the.
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optimal  size  of  the  wilderness  system  would  be  rising  in  the  age  of  plantations.
Since  old-growth  harvests  by  assumption  are  irreversible,  this  would  not  be
possible;  a  situation  very  much  like  that  described  in  the  natural  environ-
ments  literature  might  obtain.IlI  The  wilderness  decision  would  have  to  be
more  forward-looking;  I  conjecture  that  a  larger  stock  of  old-growth  would  be
preserved  than  that  based  on  the  myopic  opportunity  cost  rule  derived  above.
.The  model  also  is  restrictive  in  the  assumption  that  pl~antations  provide
no  utility  except  when  harvested.  The  possibility  of  multiple  uses  of  these
.forests  has  received  attention  in  the  forestry  literature.~1  Incorporation
of  this  concept  into  the  model  is  not  difficult  analytically.  However,
consideration  of  such  a  possibility  raises  questions  about  differences  between
wilderness  values  and  the  value  of  stock  in  plantations  and,  therefore,  about
the  reversibility  of  old-growth  harvests,  which,  while  policy  relevant,  are
outside  the  scope  of  this  effort.  It  suffices  to  point  out  here  that  limited
reversibility  may  be  possible  and,  indeed,  the  degree  of  reversibility  may
be  a  choice  variable.  This  has  little  impact  on  the  model  outlined  abov~,  -
but  would  be  important  for  the  natural  environments  literature  in  general,.!.2.1
Finally,  the  natural  environments  literature  has  stressed  the  importance
of  uncertainty  in  wilderness  decision  making.  The  concepts  of  option  value
(see  Bishop,  1982;  Smith,  1983)  and  quasi-option  value  (Arrow  and  Fisher,  1974;
.Graham-Tomasi,  1983b)  were  developed  in  this  context  and  recent  work  by
Smith  (1981)  has  extended  the  original  Fisher,  et.  al.  (1972)  natural  environ-
ments  literature  in  this  direction.  Important  sources  of  uncertainty  in  the
model  above  would  include  uncertainty  concerning  future  demand  for  wood  products
and  for  wilderness  and  the  future  technology  for  management  of  plantations..A-1
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1: The proof is a straightforward extension of that in
Kamien and Schwartz (1981) concerning delayed response to the case in
which the control enters the objective functional with a lag.




max f(t, x(t), x(t-R), u(t-R))dt
St.
i(t) = g(t, x(t), x(t-R), u(t), u(t-R))
x(t) = x“ for tc [to-R, to]
u(L) = U“ for tE [to-R, to]
x(tl) free
where x(t) IS the state variable, and u(t) IS the control.
“ For now, I ignore the other constraints.






f(”)+ X(t)g(-)- A(t)x(t)dt. (Al)
to to
Integrating by parts the last term in the integral in (Al) provides
11
‘1 tl
f(”)dt = [f(”) +Atg(”) +;tAt]dt
to to
- A(t~)x(t~) + Ax.
Let J be the value of the objective functional evaluated







AJ = J-J*= [f(”) +Atg(”) +xtic -f*(”)
to
where h(y*) 5 h* and x and x* are the states generated by the use of
controls u and u*, respectively. Expanding AJ around (t, x*, u*) using
Taylor’s Theorem provides the first variation of J.
I
‘1




dxt ~+ (f +itgu )Dut + (f +ag)
-. u
t t ‘t-R t ‘t-R
dut ~]dt+ Ax, (A2)
where ~Y= (Y-Y*) and h E Wayt.
Yt
.
This expression may be modified by letting s = t-R and changing the




6J = [f +f + ~tgx =Atgx + it]dxt
to
‘t ‘t-R t t-e
t+R t+R
+[f+f + Atgu + Atgu ]dut dt




+ [f +Atgx “ + xt]6xt + [f + dtgu ]dut dt (A3)
to ‘t t ‘t t
If x: and u: are optimal as supposed, then it must be that 6J<0.
Now, I incorporate the constraints of the problem. Generally, let thereA-3
be I constraints of the form Yl(ut, Ut ~) J O. Then 6J 40 must hold
for all variations of the control such that the constraints are
satisfied, i.e., it must be that
d’Y = [ayilaut + 3YilYut_R
1 ] dut > 0.
t+R
(A4)
When Yi > 0 holds, any modification of the control u 1s allowed.
To assure that 6J40, note that X
t
is an arbitrary function. Hence,
it may be chosen such that the coefficients of 8Xt are zero m (A3).
Thus , all that remains 1s to deal with modifications in u that are
t
feasible and require that 6J~0 for all such modifications. This
can be done by applying Farka’s Lemma (Bazaraa and Shelty, 1976) to
(A3) for ~ut satisfying (A4). Then Farka’s Lemma says that this 1s






+ At(gu + g )
t ‘t-l?
t+R t+R





>0, wtYi(.) = o
Defining the Hamiltonian in the obvious way and the Lagranian
similarly, the conditions of Theorem 1 follow. A comment is in
order: I have assumed here that a constraint qualification is satisfied
by Yi. Further, I have not dealt with the state variable constraint.






1. Suppose not. Then (8) is written as zOB’(y’~)-zl(t)+mt=O.
2, q: # O for t&T, and Tl#O. Hence, by complementary
m~=0 for tET1. Then zl=zoB’(y), and ZO=O Implles ZI=O
and (z ,Z ) is the zero vector, which violates Theorem 1.
01 q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 2.
(1) This is immediate in light of (4).
(Ii) Suppose not. By complementary slackness mt = ~t = Ut ~ = O.
t+R
Then, from (8) and (10), ~ = B“(y)~ # O. But (9) implles
B’(y) = K, whence B“(y)~ = O, a contradiction.
(iii)By hypothesis, there exists a feasible path (q*,s~’)which
satisfies the necessary conditions for Q, and is such that
,.
B’(y*) ~:<. Let y be an alternative path such that yt = y;
except for t E~CIO,m), with ? ~ @ and B’(~t) >lf for tct.
Suppose first that ~C!T.2. But B’(h*)=Ll’(~)= K IS necessary
.
for optimality, so that either y IS not optimal or ~CT1.
.






B(q~~)e-ktdt - B(~)e‘Rt dt =
o . 0
This contradicts the optimality of




(iv) Suppose not. o [tl, t21CT2; and [t2, t31CT1 Let [to, tllCT1,
for to<tl<t2<t3. Obviously, Xt >0 for t & [tl, t3] . Hence,
.-
4t3 Kt7
z(t3) = zoe >ze
o
=z(t2).
But B’(yt)<!C all t and B’(yt)=K for tsT2. Further,
‘t
= B’(yt) for tET
1“
This is a contradiction.A-5
(v) Let T be such that tET1 for tST and t~T2 for t’T. L~:tY’~







Then there exists ~ such that ~>q*, and :dt~x”.
o
Since B’(y) >0, this contradicts the optlmallty of qic.
(vi) Suppose T2=@. Thenby (i), T1=[O,ml. suppose z(O) # (I”




By (Iii) above, this cannot be optimal.
Suppose 2(0)=0. Then, from (8), B’(q) = O must hold for
all t. Let ~ be this bliss level of wood production.





and q 1s not feasxble.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 3. Define
I
T
y(T, Po; xO,K,@ = d(pOe~t)dt-xO=O
o
tt
OK,t)~pod -K=O O(T, Po;x ,
and let J be the Jacobian matrix of first partial derivatives of













ao ehT —= > 0.
apoA-6
Clearly, J has a non-zero determinant: in fact, J > 0. Thus , there
exist Cl funct~ons T*(xO, K,z) and p~(xO,K, fi)such that Y(T*,p~; XO,K,L)






~v% = - ao’axo ao’8K


















a~ _ _l —-
aK
a~ —= * ~kT*
ah
T*pO >0.
Using Cramer’s Rule, all of the results follow immediately from the
signs except aT*la7.. Writuag this out,
e
~’r* 3Y ao ay ao
‘lgn ah
= sxgn— — - — —
ap ah ah ap
I ~ ,~T* T~~




Since T* and p; are fixed, and T* > t, ~ < 0 .A-7
Proof of Theorem 4. Applying the Implicit Function Theorem to equation (28),
there exists a function x*(t, b, k) such that
b + kekR
,tw’(x’~(k, b,k)) - =
f(z) - 0“
Differentiation of this with respect to b provides








‘: = few’’ < 0“
Regarding k, differentiation y~elds
*
‘R





wl(X*) = hK =
m) + f(R)
*
It follows that xk
1s positive.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof is very similaf to that for Theorem 3,
except that now ‘1(”)and 0(”) are defined by
I
T
y(T. po;xo, K, h) = d(pt)dt - XO + x*(LK) = O
0
O(T, pO;xO, K,k) =p(t)-K=O,
and obtaining an expression for p(t) 1s not as straigtforwarcl. Regarding
P(t), recall (22):
.
Pt = Zpt - W’(xt).A-8
-at
Taking &pt to the LHS and multiplying by e gives
e-%t -@t) = -W’(xt) e-zt “





~(pte-fit)dt = - W’(x~)e-Zsds .
0 0
Using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and rearranging provides
1
&t - ekt t
Pt = pOe W’(xs)e-ms ds.
Jo
When this expression IS used in the definitions of Y(o) and 6(”)
above, these become
Y(T, po; x“, K,_~)=~d(pO~t-Yt~W(x~)~tsds)dt-~+x*(Z,K)=O
1
T
O(T, pO; XO,K,t) = pOe
ht - ekT W’ (xs)e‘Lsds-K=O.
o
The Jacobian of the system now has elements
ay — = d(p(T)) > 0
3T
1 ~. T d,(p ~ezt
3P0 ~ t
dt<()




- teKT T W’ (xs)e-ks ds - eLT W’(x(T))e-ZT
o
= zp(T) - W’ (x(T)) = Oii- 9
As before, det(J) >0, and the Impl~clt Function Theorem can be
applled to assert the existence of C1 functions T’:(xO, K,t) and
P;(xo$ K,z) such that Y(T*,p~ ;xO, K,fi) and O(T*,p~ ;xO,K,L) are
identically zero.
of





















—= T*p(T*) + e
at
Sw’ (Xs)‘Ls ds > 0
o“
.
The signs of all the comparative static derivatives except 3T*/~x~ .
and 3T*/3R follow mmedlately from Cramer’s Rule and the signs of the




‘ign- ‘0 ‘ign ‘et -3Q/3xo a@/apoJ
/T* .. - .m.l. ‘T* n $*
JLL-
= Sign e (J
d’(pt)e’LL W“(x”)dt+l)- e’” W“(x-) d’(pt)e~tdt
o Jo
&T*
= sign e .
Turning to 2T*/2&, a similar procedure results in
I
T*











_e/yT* ‘)Ls&~t- e d’(pt)ekt sW’(x~)e ‘T* Kx*J(~K).
o 0A-10
I have not discovered any means of establishing the sign of
this expression.
Proof of Theorem 6. Let g(y) S B’-l(y). Then (29) can be written as
2= -g(z)
i= -u’(x) +4.x.
The stability of this non-linear
neighborhood of the steady-state
of a linear approximation of the
system can be studied m a




7. x -u’’(x) (x-x*) + t(z -z*).




the above coefficient matrix, the elgenvalues
by solvlng
det (C- IA)=O .
Ai=+it (Z2 +tg’u’’)%2.




V2 = det(C)= -g’u” < 0,
Thus, the steady-state (x*, z*) exhxbits saddle
q.e.d.A-n
Proof of Theorem 8. As m the proof of Theorem 5, the solutlon of (22)
is of the form
(t
P(t) = poezt - e~t I
W’(xs)e-Zs ds,
and the condition establishing p: is
I
R







d’(pt) efit dt +,t~-l(Lp(R))ekR’ < 0
0
There exists a C1 functzon p~(x”,t, R) such that











Taking the indicated derivatives,
[)
R -1
YxO = - d’(pt)W’’(xO)eZtdt + IW”-l
1




+ w“‘l(fip(R)) p(k) +KRp(~)+eLR sW’(xs)e
1
‘hs ds < 0
0A-12
Thus ,
Now, written more suggestively,




W“-l (zT)(R) ) ~ ~ > f)
-o
3X*
W“-l aP(R) ~ > 0
P= (1P(R)) —
ap$ ~xo
To see that ~x*/~xoeInt[O,l] , note that
1
3X* ~ “w,_l —= —








Substitution from (46) In this provides, after some rearrangement, - -





Since all terms are strictly negative, the conclusion follows.
q.e.d.FOOTNOTES
l’Helpful corqmentson an earner draft were made by Richard Porter,
Glen Loury, G. Robinson Gregory, Richard Brazee, and Chung-Huang Huang.
They, of course, are absolved of responsibility for remaining errors.
Financial assistance via a fellowship from Resources for the Future
gratefully is acknowledged.
“The “backstop” terminology was introduced by




2’Dasgupta and Heal (1979, Chapter 6) discusses this arbitrage aspect of
Hotelling’s Rule.
“This interpretation is given by Hyde (1980). The Faustmann model has
. .
a long history; see Samuelson (1976) for a discussion of th~s literature.
The comparative statics properties of the model and the supply curve - -
implied by It are derived by Graham-Tomasi (1983a) and Jackson (1980).
5/ – For an overview of such models, see Johnson and Scheurnan (1977). Walker
(1975) incorporates a downward-sloping demand curve and optimizes the
present value of profits. However, this is
socially optimal harvest policies.
5’Actually, the demand for wood products is a







distinction between “input market
surplus” IS neglected. The usual
measures apply.
consumer’s surplus” and “consumer’s
caveats concerning use of surplus~’The assumption that old-growth harvests are costless 1s not restrictive.
All of the analyses to follow are unchanged If a constant unit cost of b“
is assumed as long as this cost is less than the unit cost of growing and
harvesting plantations. Then, p IS replaced by p-be. The analysis would
be significantly complicated, however, if these costs were assumed to
rise with either increased rate of harvest or increased depletion of the
stock.
~’The problem as stated assumes that the entire area of forestland is con-
trolled by a forester (or forest service)
Alternatively, since competitive outcomes
this model if private and social discount
who seeks an optimal pollcy.
correspond to social optima in
rates are equal and if complete
markets exist, the model may be interpreted as a competitive model. Still
another alternative is to assume that a central authority is a “dominant
firm” and a private sector exists which 1s a “competitive fringe.” If the
fringe takes the actions of the forest service as given and the forest
service seeks to maximize surplus taking into account the “response” of the
fringe, an identical outcome would ensue. This
tic in the United States. Xowever, uncertainty
gies or situations and strategic interaction to
this case (which also is not unrealistic m the
out.
latter case is not unrealis-
about the others’ strate-
manipulate decisions in
United States) are ruled
(31
“Note that in writing down the Lagrangian, I have left off the multiplier
on the objective function. Th~s is legitimate since a rank constraint
qualification obviously 1s satlsfled and I, therefore, can dlvlde the
Fritz-John Conditions by this multiplier and interpret remaining multipliers
as ratios. On this, see Bazaran and Shelty (1976, pp. li6-120).“This IS shown in Slerstaad (1978).
“This is very similar to the problem studied by Dasgupta and Stlglltz (1981)
where the baclcstoptechnology must be Inverted before innovation can
take place.
“HOW such a demand curve is estimated is not pursued here. On valuation
of non-priced goods generally, see Freeman (1979).
“The specific nature of the stock depletion equation and the form of ob-
jective functzon underly this result. In different problems where
utility is a function of the stock, very complicated paths may arise.
See Heal (1979) and Heal and Ryder (1973).
“See Kutay (1977) and Fight et al., (1978).
“The form of the growth function f(R,E) as it relates to comparative
.
statics properties of the Faustmann model of forest management is
discussed by Graham-Tomasl (1983a).
‘i’ti estimate of the potential for such technologies is provided by Hyde
(1980), who incorporates them Into a steady-state suPPIY curve.
“The locus classicus for this literature 1s Krutilla (1967). An Important
work is that by Fisher, Krutilla and Cicchetti (1972). Porter (1982)
provides a useful overview of this literature.
~’See Gregory (1972) and Hartman (1976).
e
19/ — Cumnmngs and Norton (1974) have discussed this possibility m the natural
environments literature~ as has Porter (1982b).REFERENCES
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